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Best For All Central

A resource guide for “going to school”
By Mac McLeod,
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Since the program was
launched back in early
August, 2020, Best For
All Central has reached
well over 250,000 visits as
another way for students,
parents, and teachers to add
to learning skills in this time
of Covid-19 when virtual
learning has become a new
and different way of “going
to school” for Tennesseans.
Tennessee school districts
have created hundreds of
new resources for the tool,
which focus on instructional
videos for kindergarten
through eighth graders in
both English Language Arts
and also in Mathematics.
Best For All Central is
an online tool and resource
hub designed to provide
school leaders, educators,
and families an extensive
collection of high-quality
optional resources to support
teaching and learning. As
Tennessee’s online hub for
best-in-class instructional
and professional
development materials, the
resources are designed to be
easily accessible, searchable,
and free.
“Our teacher, school
leaders, and district staff are
working incredibly hard to
serve students right now,”
education commissioner
Penny Schwinn stated
in a recent news release
describing the program. “The
department is partnering

with school districts across
the state to continue adding
resources to Best For All
Central - providing free, high
quality resources for our
educators on everything from
lessons for CTE to videos
modeling Pre-K activities
developed right here in
Tennessee.
“This year may look
different than a typical
school year, but here in
Tennessee we’re coming
together to meet the needs
of all our students. We are
grateful for the districts that
have created instructional
videos and look forward to
working with other districts
to build more resources.”
Currently, Overton,
Fentress, and Marshall
County school districts have
been creating instructional
videos serving various grades
through recovery relief
funding grants from the state
educational department.
Overton County’s
contribution to the program
is in reading, writing, and
Language Arts according to
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Visitors to the Best For All Central website will find a
section titled “Featured Resources”, that is an overall
guide to the website.
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Rickman 6th grade teacher
Ginnie Jackson. Another
four teachers in the county,
including Spring Choate
from Hilham, Stay Shaw and
Lora Watson from Rickman,
and county reading coach
Betha Crabtree, are working
with the program.
Jackson explained, “What
we are doing here in Overton
County is making videos
on the subjects (reading,
writing, and language arts)
and giving them to the state
to put on the website for
anyone needing additional
instructions in this field to go
and get help. We do almost
all of this at home using a
video machine and laptop
computer, but we can use
actual classroom work if
we’re on one of the subjects I
mentioned.”
Jackson went on to point
out that the three areas
assigned to Overton County
would go in-depth on
reading where a student may
need help in certain areas of
reading like comprehension
and “we would go into
depth on that subject or say
paying attention or trying to
understand what a student
is reading and how to help
accomplish this.”
That is also the goal in
the writing section, or
general overall language arts
section, where more direct
instruction are taught other
than general application.
Grammar, sentence
structure, and overall
language usage are just some
of the areas involved in the
program.
“I do most of my videoing
at home,” Jackson continues,
“and sometimes I will stay
after school, or during my
break time, it just depends
when I’m ready to do it. It’s
a challenge and I feel like I

can speak for the others in
the program, it’s rewarding.
When I’m videoing a
program, I also feel like I’m
learning more as well and
that helps me in my regular
class here at Rickman.”
Overton County’s videos
are aimed at grades 4-8
in English, while Fentress
County is working on math.
An additional round of
grant funding is available
for districts interested
in developing or sharing
previously created remote
learning videos. Videos
may be developed using
instructional materials
districts have already
adopted at the local level.
Recently added resources
include:
Career and Technical
Educational (CTE) are
available for career clusters
including agriculture,
food and natural sciences,
business management and
administration, health
science, transportation,
hospitality and tourism, law,
public safety corrections, and
security.
Professional development
resources are available on
ensuring access to virtual
instructions for all students
during COVID-19 and
best practices for substitute
teachers.
A new trauma-informed
professional development
for teachers and school
leaders to support students
having trauma, create a
trauma-informed school and
strategies for school wide
trauma informed responses
to behavior is also on the list.
To gain access to the Best
For All Central program, go
to : http://bestforall.tnedu.
Gov/.
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